
Simplicity amidst Complexity: Our product design ensures easy execution of intricate
business logic, with prebuilt regulatory taxonomies, empowering NBFC professionals.

NAVIGATE RISK.DRIVE GROWTH.

We deliver better business
outcomes for you through
cutting edge technology,
data, and insights.

WHY NBFCs PREFER FINTELLIX
Experience Tailored for India: Over 17 years of expertise in regulatory reporting for
BFSI, with a special focus on the Indian Banking and NBFC sector.

Innovative Technology: Expertise in creating unified and normalised data from
complex siloed data and use it for multiple use cases, AI/ML for insights and industry-
specific reports.

WHO ARE WE
Fintellix is a  global Risk and Regulatory solution provider to regulators, large banks, NBFCs and insurance
companies. We have tailored our solution on basis of recent regulatory changes for NBFCs in India to cater to
your needs. Our data driven philosophy assist NBFCs to identify and mitigate risks accurately and comply to
local regulatory needs on time. Our consultative approach curated by our industry experts and technical
gurus helps NBFCs to seamlessly embrace current and future regulatory changes.
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NBFC Customizability
Configure the product to align with the
specific regulatory needs of NBFCs

Data Lineage
Drilldown to the lowest granular data for
traceability 

Intuitive Validations
Execute complex validations effortlessly
from the front-end

Unified Data Aggregation
Seamlessly integrate data from diverse
systems specific to NBFC operations and
utilize for multiple use cases

Swift Reporting
Generate regulatory reports in
XBRL/XML/XLS/PDF formats instantly
with automated submission

NBFC Report Templates
Pre-packaged reporting templates and
business rules catering to NBFC
guidelines

Pre-packaged solutions

designed for the Indian NBFC

regulatory landscape

REGULATORY REPORTING 

Identify,  manage,  and report

impaired assets in l ine with

RBI guidelines

NPA MANAGEMENT

A unified data model for NBFCs,

ensuring accurate and timely

reporting embedded analytics

DATA AND ANALYTICS

Leverage internal and external

data to assess and manage

credit  r isk profi les with AI

driven nudges to enable r ight

decision

EARLY WARNING SYSTEM

Seamlessly submit data to credit

bureaus using our integrated

platform, ensuring accurate and

timely reporting to CICs

CIC REPORTING

OUR SOLUTIONS

RegTech | RiskTech | Analytics

NBFC specific data model
Pre-built data model catering to specific
IND-AS needs of NBFCs

Transparent Workflow & Audit
Collaborate effectively with a clear view
of all changes and their timelines

KEY FEATURES FOR NBFCs

Enhance data quality,

enrichment,  and ownership

specific to NBFC operations

DATA CURATION


